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The language is not surprising and endless.

Levi shouted in this voice.

The entire Tiance Mansion was shocked.

Levi?

The name of the person, the shadow of the tree.

Who is Levi?

Even everyone in Tiance Mansion has heard of it.

Even the seniors of Tianji Pavilion said that you are not as good as Levi.

So when the name came out, everyone in Tiance Mansion was shocked.

Isn’t the key that Levi is dead?

How could he still be alive?

Dead again and again, why are you still alive?

Also found Tiance Mansion.

Soon the strong of Tiance Mansion appeared one after another.



Among them were some people Levi had met before, but they were all marginal
figures in Tiance Mansion.

The real Tiance Mansion also came after hearing the news.

Here are the four great generals who are currently coordinating the overall
situation.

In fact, there are twelve great generals in Tiance Mansion, arranged according to
the zodiac signs.

The four great gods who came are the tiger head god, the horse head god, the
monkey head god, and the dog head god.

These are the twelve powers besides the helm of Quetian Ce Mansion.

“Levi?? Are you still alive? How could it be possible? Didn’t you die with Lucifer in
the Lab of the Gods?”

Seeing Levi alive, everyone was extremely shocked.

Levi smiled: “No way, God of Death won’t accept me!”

“You? Fire Cloud Cthulhu! Presumptuous, do you dare to come here?”

Soon everyone in Tiance Mansion locked the Fire Cloud Cthulhu next to him.

The reason why Huoyun Cthulhu can get away with it.

It was not that Tiance Mansion was unable to handle him, but that he was far
from qualified to let them pay attention and specifically arrest him.

But you are here directly.

Everyone in Tiance Mansion was extremely angry.



“No wonder you can find here, it turns out it’s you!”

Everyone quickly understood why Levi could come here.

The Huoyun Cthulhu stared at them, his fists clenched.

Levi hurriedly said: “It’s my business today, it has nothing to do with them!”

Everyone focused on Levi: “What’s the matter with you?”

“I’m here to see my daughter!”

Levi said.

Ollie was even more eager.

It’s been a long time since I saw my granddaughter.

Horse Head God will directly refuse: “Non-persons from Tiance Mansion are not
allowed to enter! Please go back!”

The Tiger Head God General even said: “No! The address of Tiance Mansion
has been exposed! They want to leave so easily!”

“They have to wash away the memories in their minds! Only by signing a series
of agreements! As for him, kill him!”

The Tiger Head will stare at the Huoyun Cthulhu.

Today he personally delivered it to the door, and they will not let it go.

“What? I came to see my daughter, can’t I?”

Levi was a little angry.

When I see my daughter, I have to get their consent.



“Today, I will see my daughter no matter what! And he is with me, whoever dares
to move him is to be my enemy, Levi!”

Levi glanced at the four gods.

Now Huoyun Cthulhu has completely listened to him, and will serve Morendam in
the future.

Such a character was killed here, what’s the matter?

Levi’s simple words angered everyone in Tiance Mansion, and even provoked
Tiance Mansion.

“According to what you said, you can’t even let you in!”

The tiger head was also angry.

“First, Tiance Mansion is not your home. If you want to enter, you can enter and
leave!”

“Second, your child is the top secret of Tiance Mansion, you can’t see anything!”

“Third, if you dare to protect him, you will be an enemy of Tiance Mansion!”

Several other people also said coldly: “Listen to us, quickly wash away the
memory and leave, we don’t make it difficult for you mother and son! Of course
this is because of Junjun’s face!”

“If other people don’t want to leave! You should do it yourself!”

The implication is simple.

Levi don’t want to take the initiative to see Junjun in this life.

Levi went even more horizontally: “Then what if I have to see it today?”
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If you are polite to Levi, he will also be polite to you.

But you have to cross with him, he is even more cross than you!

What happened to Tiance Mansion?

Everyone in Tiance Mansion didn’t expect Levi to be so mad…

He didn’t even pay attention to Tiance Mansion.

Also instantly angered the four great generals.

Dare to provoke in Tiance Mansion and kill without mercy!

“kill!”

The most hot-tempered Tiger Head shot a furious blow directly at Levi.

The world changed color under a punch.

In a small space, everyone knows how terrifying this punch is.

Under his control, the power of this punch will only explode in this extremely
small space, and will never spread to other areas.

It’s not scary to hit a lethal explosion, the scary thing is that he can control it!

Control the lethality within this extremely small range.

Neither Levi nor Huoyun Evil God had seen this move before.

Worthy of being Tiance Mansion!

They are really strong!



It’s just that I don’t want to expose his hole cards!

Now the Tiger Head God General’s punch is enough to explain how strong
Tiance Mansion is.

The eyes of the evil god Huoyun were about to fly out.

too strong!

Terrible sense of oppression!

He is now an ant in the eyes of Tiance Mansion, let alone a long time ago.

The tiger head god will now be able to crush him with this punch.

He didn’t even have a chance to fight back!

He was too naive before.

Feeling the danger coming, the three of them already felt the breath of this punch
in the small space.

That terrifying breath is like a hot flame about to melt people away.

Ollie feels the strongest!

That is deathly suffocation!

The tiger head god will want several people to die.

One shot is an extinction killer move!

Levi was the only one in the field who didn’t rush at all.

“boom!”



He also slammed it up with a punch.

“boom!”

There was a dull sound.

The movement was not big, just because both of them controlled it.

Control all power in a small space.

Will not make too much noise.

But with a punch, Levi had nothing to do.

Easily resolve this punch by the Tiger Head God.

The audience was shocked!

This is the head of the tiger!

Among the twelve great generals, the force value is the first few existences.

It is also extremely terrifying in Tiance Mansion.

He is a top killer when he shoots.

It was easily blocked by someone.

This is incredible!!!

For a long time, even though the outside world has told Levi how to be a god,
savior and the like.

But everyone in Tiance Mansion didn’t take them seriously.

It’s not that they hold high.



Mainly, they have always existed like gods.

No matter how powerful Levi is, they can only be human.

Some miracles that people do are routine operations in the hands of gods like
them.

So no one saw Levi in his eyes.

Especially some people say that Tiance Mansion is not as good as Levi.

This makes them angry, even resentful.

Seeing Levi here today, many people are actually quite cool.

Because finally had the opportunity to teach Levi a lesson, let the world know
how powerful Tiance Mansion is.

Let everyone know that Levi is vulnerable.

In particular, Levi angered Tiance Mansion and made everyone more excited.

Sure enough, in the end, the tiger head will make a move.

But the result?

He was easily stopped by Levi.

Incredible!

It turns out that mortals can really challenge God?

So Levi is really so strong?

This is still skipping the too many powerhouses in Tiance Mansion and directly
doing it with the gods.



Shock!

The complexion of the four great gods also changed drastically one after another.

This this this…

The tiger head is going crazy.

For him, it was a shame to him not to beat Levi to death with one punch!

Now it has been taken over.

The Tiger Head God General has become angry!

“You are looking for death!!!”

The tiger head will roar.

He wants to show his true strength to wash away the shame!

Levi must die!

“I’m going to see my daughter today, whoever stops me and I do it!”

Levi was also angry.
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The battle between the two sides is about to start!



Either you die or I die!

Today is the busiest day in Tiance Mansion in such a long time!

A worldly mortal came and directly challenged the gods!

It’s incredible!

Many people looked at the tiger head god general with admiration.

Today, I am fortunate to see him really make a move…

Both sides are hard, it must be Mars hitting the earth.

But just at the very moment, a voice came-let him in!

“Boom…”

This sound almost didn’t scare the Tiger Head God to the ground.

Female ancestor!

Who would dare to mess with this?

The other three great generals and everyone also changed colors.

This person has spoken.

Who would dare to stop?

Everyone automatically gave way.

Let the three of Levi enter.

Soon Levi saw Junjun.



I haven’t seen him for a long time, Jun Jun has grown up a lot, and his body is
even more ethereal.

Like a little fairy.

The most terrifying thing is the strength of Junjun.

How did it become so strong? ? ?

Both Levi and Huoyun Cthulhu were dumbfounded.

How can a child be so strong?

Is this the strongest talent plus Tiance Mansion?

All the elements are mixed together to create such a powerful existence!

“Dad, several Lords have said that when Junjun comes out, it will be the time
when the world is invincible!”

Jun Jun said to Levi proudly.

If other children say such things, they would laugh out loud.

But this is Jun Jun.

No one doubted her words!

“Dad, mom and grandpa, why didn’t they come?”

Jun Jun asked curiously.

Although she is very sensible, she misses her family very much.

“Mom has something temporarily, and I will take them to see you next time!”



Levi held Junjun tightly in his arms.

This child has suffered too much!

Other children of the same age are in kindergarten and have a carefree
childhood.

But Jun Jun is different!

Practicing martial arts here, suffer from the hardship that an adult can’t eat!

Her identity is different, she wants to carry more.

Ollie was already crying so hard.

There were also tears in Levi’s eyes.

“Junjun, do you hate mom and dad?”

Levi asked.

Jun Jun shook his head: “No, Jun Jun knows that Mom and Dad are doing great
things! Jun Jun also wants to help you!”

“Grandma, don’t worry, Dad, Jun Jun will be good! But you have to visit Jun Jun
frequently, or Jun Jun will miss you!”

Hearing this, Levi raised his head, not letting the tears flow out.

The more sensible Jun Jun is, the more distressed he is.

Soon after, several of Junjun’s Lords all came.

Among them is the grumpy female ancestor!!!

Seeing her, the great gods and others all disappeared, avoiding them far away.



I was afraid to provoke her.

Seeing Levi, the female ancestor said: “Last time I knew you were…”

Levi was shocked.

He knew that the female ancestor was referring to the last time she swept
through Nick and other pure energy bodies, when Levi was in the dark.

Originally he was going to make a move, but he didn’t expect the female
ancestor to come.

It turns out that the female ancestor had long found herself in the dark.

terror!!!

Looking at the female ancestor and Jun Jun’s other Lords, Levi was horrified.

These ancestors are too strong, right?

I don’t know what level the Lord is?

Is it equal to them or above them?

In this regard, Levi was very curious.

“You are very good! But Junjun, you can’t take it away! We have the final say
when she will leave!”

The female ancestor said domineeringly.

Levi smiled: “Senior, I didn’t plan to take Junjun away, Junjun is the safest here! I
don’t worry!”

The female ancestor nodded approvingly: “I’m a smart person! Not like those
people!”



Levi hesitated and said, “Senior, I have a request!”

“Say!”
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“Can you let my mother stay here, take care of Jun Jun’s daily life, and be with
Jun Jun!”

Levi said.

Junjun is too lonely alone, and his mother is also lonely outside, and there is
danger.

It’s better to take care of Junjun here and kill two birds with one stone.

“Okay, no problem! Little things!”

The female ancestor agreed.

Jun Jun and Ollie both smiled.

“Grandma can accompany me every day, I hope my parents will also accompany
Junjun…”

Jun Jun looked at Levi eagerly.

“Junjun don’t worry, when Dad finishes his work, he will definitely come back to
accompany you! And bring mom and grandma to all of them!”

Levi promised.

Junjun immediately smiled: “Daddy is determined, but you can’t lie to Junjun!”

…



Levi didn’t stay long in Tiance Mansion either, and was about to leave.

After all, he is not an insider of Tiance Mansion.

Can’t stay for too long.

Finally, Levi left with Huoyun Cthulhu.

“No one can touch them both!”

This is an order from the grandfather-in-law herself.

Wait until the two are far away.

A voice came from the Tianji Pavilion.

“God is really going to change this time! This little guy will disturb the situation!”

“His identity is revealed, everyone can’t sit still! It’s wonderful!”

“I don’t know if we can bear it…”

The little guy in their mouth is not Jun Jun, but Levi.

Soon the tiger head god will wait for the four gods to be summoned in front of the
Tianji Pavilion attic.

…

“We have to prepare in advance! The handsome man is still in retreat! Even I
can’t detect where he is!”

“Try to find one person to preside over the overall situation!”



The old man in the Tianji Pavilion quickly explained the matter clearly, and
demanded that Tiance Mansion needs a person to preside over the overall
situation.

The tiger head god general immediately said: “The god commander is not there,
in fact, there are several big god generals who can preside over the overall
situation. But the dragon head god general and several people are also
retreating! But I have a personal choice-the son of the god commander-the
young commander of Tiance barely can Serve!”

“He should be in the depths of the Northern Icefield at this moment? Let him go
out!”

There was a voice from inside.

“Yes! Where is he going to retreat for thirty years! It is still three years away!”

“Let him leave early! Come back and preside over the overall situation!”

“understand!”

“There are all the gods who can be contacted and the other Lords gather
together! Something big is about to happen! It may even be a matter of life and
death!”

Hearing the predecessors of Tianji Pavilion say so, the great gods will be
shocked in a cold sweat.

What exactly is going to happen.

How about making such a big move? ? ?

To put it bluntly, the current Tiance Mansion is actually a bit imaginary.

In addition to the four great gods and some Lords.



The rest of the strong either retreat, or can’t meet at all and don’t know where.

But as soon as the Tianji Pavilion’s order came out, it was for all the strong to
return.

This is a big move.

…

Levi couldn’t even think of it himself, just because he came to Tiance Mansion
once would cause such a big event.

But this is just the beginning.

There is a chain reaction everywhere.

He was on the way to find the Bible organization with Huoyun Cthulhu. He didn’t
know that a series of things had happened.

somewhere.

“The order of the gods has appeared! Someone has used the taboo technique!
We have to do it too! Obliterate everything!”

The trouble is coming!

Here comes the real trouble!

Levi is in big trouble after using the taboo.

This is also the reason why the Lord did not allow Levi to use the taboo
technique as a last resort.

Once used, they come.

Levi faces a greater crisis!



At this moment, the Great Clown appeared in the tomb area on the outskirts of
the Sunburst Empire in Western Continent.

Eerie and infiltrating.

Even if the sun is in the sky.

It’s also scary.

After the great clown arrived, he even excavated in this tomb area.

He dug up almost several tombs the size of a football field.

He is still digging deep.

I don’t know what I’m looking for…
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This was the task that the man in suit gave to the clown emperor. After receiving
it, he rushed here non-stop.

After some searching, the position was finally locked.

Dig here.

Soon the great clown emptied the entire tomb area.

All collapsed directly.



But I haven’t found what the clown emperor wants.

The clown emperor digs deeper, digging a depth of hundreds of meters.

It was getting more and more gloomy inside, and a horrible breath was
spreading.

What is even more weird is that when the bright sun is in the sky, it suddenly
turns into a cloudy sky with dark clouds.

From a distance, the cloud seemed to be stained with a strange red.

It’s like blood.

Creepy and horrible!

Lightning rages from time to time.

But it just doesn’t rain.

Bloody clouds obscure the sky…

According to Morendam folklore, it is a bad omen.

There are absolutely bad things happening.

Facts have proved that this is indeed the case.

What the clown emperor did was not a good thing at all.

What he was looking for was originally a murderous thing!

When the excavation was nearly 200 meters, the underground turned out to be a
small palace.

The temperature here is unimaginable.



Ordinary people have long been frozen into popsicles when they entered.

The breath here is terrifying to the extreme…

A bloodthirsty breath filled the sky…

If it is released, it will definitely be covered.

There is nothing in the little palace.

Only a metal coffin is placed in the center.

This coffin is engraved with ancient text symbols, which is extremely strange.

Even though it is dilapidated and covered with dust a long time ago, it presents a
kind of extreme danger.

Even if the Great Clown faced this coffin, he was a little bit scared in his heart.

He took a deep breath!

“This???”

When the clown emperor wanted to lift the coffin easily, his face changed
drastically.

Because this metal coffin is unbelievably heavy.

Originally made of metal, the clown had already estimated that it was very heavy.

But the weight now is more than ten times that of this metal.

Where does this weight come from?

From what’s in the coffin.



what exactly is it?

Will it be so heavy?

Unimaginable weight beyond common sense!

However, despite the weight of the metal coffin, the clown emperor finally carried
it out abruptly.

After all, the Great Clown is a super power!

When the onlookers watched the Great Clown come out with a coffin, everyone
was terrified.

Fled one after another…

But no one noticed that the gaseous substance emitted by the metal coffin was
absorbed by the surrounding people.

At the same time, the breath of these people was absorbed by the coffin.

The breath of the two sides seemed to be exchanged.

It’s just that one person is one person, and the other is the coffin.

After a minute, these people began to change.

Their faces were pained, their complexions grim, and their veins violent.

Everyone was struggling with their faces covered.

Soon they were pale and black, and they felt like a corpse.

In the end, blood flowed out from the eyes, nose and mouth, one by one fell
down, and all died suddenly.



Blood stains appeared on his body, as if it had been corroded by burning.

The method of death was tragic and weird.

Everyone around was not spared.

All dead.

The most important thing is that the surrounding animals also died, the same way
of death.

The great clown passed by carrying the coffin all the way, and people around him
died in large areas.

He didn’t do anything, it caused such a big lethality.

unimaginable.

But when he arrived at the designated place, he put the coffin in a car.

The great clown drove to the port.

After arriving at the port, the coffin was quietly loaded in a cruise ship.

This cruise ship is not a cargo ship.

It is a cruise ship on a popular tourist route.

It is full of tourists from all over the world.

I don’t know where the clown is going to transport the coffin…

The most important thing is that the clown is not on a cruise ship…

The people on the cruise ship didn’t even know what would happen…
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The great clown did not leave the empire that the sun never sets.

Instead, he came to an old abandoned castle.

The castle was full of weeds, and crows stood on the bare branches.

The crow made a harsh sound, which made people feel flustered and terrified.

When the clown emperor stepped into the abandoned castle, countless bats flew
out all over the sky.

At this moment, a blood moon hung in the air.

The blood moon seemed to be dripping blood.

Everything seems unusual.

Soon after, the clown emperor came out of the castle carrying a metal coffin.

It is basically the same as the previous one.

This time, the Great Clown transported the coffin to the airport.

Then he left again.

Go to an experimental base.

To be precise, it is a place guarded by countless ancient strong men.

After the great clown arrived, he started to kill.

Kill from start to finish.

Massacre the entire base.



It turned out that this experimental base was guarding a metal coffin.

However, unlike the previous two, this coffin was connected to a tube and directly
connected to the coffin.

They are experimenting with the contents of the coffin.

But in the end, he was carried away by the clown.

This coffin was sent directly to Golden Harbor Island in Morendam as a cargo.

The great clown did not stop.

He finally came to the northernmost area of   Western Continent, where there are
ice and snow, and ice fields everywhere.

He found another metal coffin deep in an ice field.

He carried the metal coffin and left step by step.

Finally, the metal coffin was thrown in the heart of the empire that never sets.

After doing all this, the Great Clown smiled: “Everything is under the control of
the Lab of the Gods! Destroy it!!!”

Only then did he leave contentedly.

Completed the task assigned to him by the man in the suit.

God knows what kind of disaster these four coffins will bring…

The cruise ship departs from the Empire of the Sun to the Kangaroo Country in
the South.

This way will dock in many countries and regions.



After all, this is a tourist route.

The coffin was loaded in the cargo hold.

Soon after, several crew members came to check the cargo and check for leaks.

As soon as they entered the cabin, several crew members felt the eerie
atmosphere and the extreme temperature.

“This…this is summer…”

Everyone couldn’t help but shudder.

But they still count the goods.

“Boom boom boom…”

However, there was a dull noise at this time, and something was shaking
vigorously.

Several people gathered together, their eyes locked on a huge wooden box.

It was shaking here.

“What’s inside? Is there a living thing?”

“And this box is not ours, right? I don’t remember it!”

…

Everyone was puzzled.

The bottom of my heart became more and more flustered.

“Go and open it!”



Several people pulled out their weapons, and one of them slowly stepped
forward and tried to open the wooden box.

“Crack!”

As the wooden box opened, a metal coffin was exposed in front of everyone.

Everyone was shocked.

When did a coffin appear here?

How is this going?

Everyone was frightened and sweated.

“Is it moving just now?”

Someone asked a terrifying question.

“This…”

“Immediately notify the captain and tell him what’s going on here!”

Everyone was just about to leave.

At this moment, the metal coffin suddenly burst into a terrible suction.

All seven or eight crew members were sucked away.

“Flap, pop, pop…”

Seven or eight people were attached to the metal coffin.

“what!!!”

…



They let out a screaming scream. Their bodies quickly shriveled.

The blood was all absorbed by the coffin.

In the end, seven or eight mummified corpses fell to the ground, and their deaths
were terrible, and the blood was sucked up.

“Rumble…”

The coffin shook very badly.

The symbol above turned out to be dazzling after being injected with blood.

“Crack!!!”

Finally, the coffin burst open…


